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Blues is a music genre and musical form which was originated in the Deep South of the United States around
the 1870s by African Americans from roots in African musical traditions, African-American work songs,
spirituals, and the folk music of white Americans of European heritage. Blues incorporated spirituals, work
songs, field hollers, shouts ...
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Here is a collection of free pdf big band charts. They are in the form of pdf files which contain all 17 band
parts, plus a score. Just click on the links to download. These arrangements are free of charge. Please feel
free to play and perform the music at any time, in any venue.
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"Blues in the Night" is a popular blues song which has become a pop standard and is generally considered to
be part of the Great American Songbook.
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Please contact me (j.brun@orange.fr) to get all the prices (depending on the difficulty and the lenght of the
piece). Professional input with Finale, note for note score with chord changes, the file will be send by email in
pdf format.
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This page lists 1780 solo transcriptions that are available somewhere on the Internet. The list also includes
solos for flute,clarinet and EWI.
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Abbott and Costello Meet Frankenstein ("Main Title") [YouTube clip at that link], composed by Frank Skinner,
captures both the chills and the laughs of the classic film that drops the immortal comedic duo into the horrors
of the Universal monster franchise.
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For any music lover, GRAMMY Sunday is very much like the Super Bowl or World Series to a sports fanatic.
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The only difference being, while sports teams typically find out who will be the final competition within a week
or two of the showdown, GRAMMY nominations arrive months prior to the big show.
60th Annual GRAMMY Awards | 2017 | GRAMMY.com
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